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The workmanship behind the electrical panel is a sight to behold

BEST SYSTEMS

Hylas 48 h
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unning a boat with cruising systems is not unlike managing a small
town. As the boat owner you are managing the water system, the
sewage system, the electrical grids (AC and DC) and the transportation system. At the same time, you have to keep the whole village moving
through the water in all kinds of weather and sailing conditions.
After looking at the new boats at the 2018 Annapolis Sailboat Show, the
state of the art of today’s boat systems is becoming clear, with many builders now using a distributed electrical system, whereby the control panel
can be quite small and innocuous. (So innocuous, in fact, that in one boat
we had to ask the sales rep where it was located, and he could not find it
without help from the builder!) Beyond that, though, if you look under the
floorboards, into the engine spaces or behind the electrical panels on all
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Last but not least, when you’re ready for sailing on steroids, you can start
playing with the boat’s insanely long bowsprit and enormous asymmetric spinnaker. These are very easy to deploy and recover—pull one line
to launch both sail and pole, pull another to bring them both in again—
and make the boat truly thrilling to sail. The boat’s versatility is further
enhanced by its easy-to-rig carbon-fiber mast and boom and by the very
clever wheel struts that can be quickly fixed to the side of the boat for
easy beach or ramp launching. beneteau.com/us

too many modern boats you still often see a veritable maze of wires, pipes,
hoses, valves, pumps and other things you might not even recognize. More
responsible boatbuilders provide labeling and comprehensive owner’s
manuals to help bring some semblance of order to the chaos. But not all.
With that in mind, one production boat stood out this year as exceptionally well organized: the Hylas 48,whose builder has done an excellent
job with all of its components and systems. The first system we noted was
the traditional electrical distribution panel. One quick look at the panel
above the nav station lets you see at a glance how systems are energized.
The wiring is also very neat and orderly, beautifully done and completely
labeled as to system and function.
Similarly, below the floorboards,
every valve, hose, pump and wire is
clearly identified, and the diesel fuel
system manifolds are easy to understand and manage, as is the overall
systems layout. No tangles of wire
or twisted hose runs here, which in
turn, makes it is that much easier to
trace each system through the bilge
or any other part of the boat when
troubleshooting.
Finally, Hylas provides excellent
systems documentation, a crucial
resource in the event something
goes wrong. Hylas’s effort in these
areas provides a great benchmark
Valves and hoses are clearly
for the industry. Other builders
labeled and carefully installed
take note! hylasyachts.com

PHOTOS AT LEFT BY TOM HALE

ith its recent acquisition of the dynamic Slovenian builder Seascape, Beneteau has, in one
fell swoop, greatly expanded its First line of
smaller entry-level performance boats. The smallest and
newest of these, the Seascape 14, now rebranded as the
First 14, is an extremely versatile boat that can lead novice
sailors through a full spectrum of sailplans as they gain
experience and confidence. The key features are the twin
daggerboard slots on the hull’s centerline, set one behind
the other. With the board pushed down into the aft slot, the boat sails
well under mainsail alone and makes a great training platform, as performance is reasonably lively and the sail, with an easy-to-work mainsheet
cam cleat on the boom instead of the deck, is very manageable. When
you’re ready to take things up a notch, all you need do is shift the centerboard to the forward slot and unroll the furling jib. Now you have a
handy sloop-rigged dinghy with livelier performance, but still with easy
sailhandling, thanks to the well-designed track for the self-tacking jib.

